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2006-08 Marketing, Outreach & 
Informational Programs

Presentation to Statewide PAG
November 9, 2005
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Agenda

• 9:45 I.Introductions, goals of meeting, big picture
• 10:00 II. Branding, participants, creating a

campaign, foundation
• 10:45 III.Overview of 2006-08 plan, including:

» Goals, targeting, messages
» Campaign components, timeline and budgets

• 11:30 IV. Vehicles of message delivery
• 1:30 V. Coordination
• 3:15 VI. Evaluation issues
• 4:45 VII. Wrap-up
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Section I

Introductions
Goals of meeting

Big Picture
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Introductions & Meeting Goals

• Introductions
– “Around the room”

• Meeting Goals:
– Input to revised marketing, outreach & information program 

plans including: goal, strategies, targeting, campaign 
components and broad messaging

– Agreement on branding strategy
– Understanding, input on vehicles for message delivery
– Ensure coordination of all communication components
– Agreement on evaluation protocol outline to inform the EM&V 

proceeding
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Big Picture

California is Successfully Implementing the 
World’s Largest Energy Efficiency Portfolio
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Developing a Positive Energy 
Efficiency Framework

• Over the last 18 months, the 
Commission and IOU’s have developed 
a new framework for energy efficiency –
work continues

• Evolving regulatory framework
– Decisions issued on: energy efficiency targets, 

administration, program design and funding
– Decisions expected on: evaluation funding, 

evaluation and performance protocols, utility 
incentives, revised avoided costs, definition of   
peak savings, actual impact measurement methods
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2006: Energy Efficiency: The Future 
Has Never Been Brighter!

• Strong regulatory policy and structure
• Revitalized program design
• Unprecedented program funding
• Rising concern about energy costs
• High levels of efficiency integrated into all 

resource decisions 
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What is Driving California’s Energy 
Needs and Our Response?

Growth
• Population projected to reach over 42 million by 2015 
• Energy use is projected to increase by 30% (2001-

2015)
• Goals-Statewide 

– Electric savings goals increasing by over 375% between 1998 
and 2013

– Natural gas savings goals increasing by over 270% between 
1998 and 2013
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The Benefits Are Real

• Save money
– Lower energy prices
– Lower costs

• Save energy
– Reliability
– Ratepayer investment in energy efficiency will avoid the 

equivalent of three giant (500 MW) power plants over the next 
three years.

• Help protect the environment
– Lifetime electricity savings will reduce global warming 

pollution by 3.4 million tons of carbon dioxide in 2008.
– Equivalent to taking 650,000 cars off the road.
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What Will be California’s Investment?

Increased funding to meet the challenging savings 
targets.

 Current Total Budget
2005 2006 2007 2008 2006--2008

PG&E 188,899,022$ 244,653,750$ 279,428,777$ 343,385,716$ 867,468,243$     
SCE 205,691,923$ 216,574,075$ 225,111,946$ 233,145,977$ 674,831,998$     
SDG&E 63,304,369$    75,135,490$    84,665,039$    97,740,036$    257,540,565$     
SoCalGas 37,408,392$    44,322,946$    56,582,684$    68,016,003$    168,921,633$     

Total 495,303,706$ 580,686,261$ 645,788,446$ 742,287,732$ 1,968,762,439$  

 Authorized 2006-2008 Program Budgets
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Integrated Effort

• “Seamless” to the public and target audiences:
– IOU marketing, outreach and information programs
– Statewide marketing and outreach
– 3rd Party marketing, outreach and information
– Partners (public and private)

• Public will not know the difference (and don’t 
now) between “statewide,” regional or program 
specific marketing and outreach
– Only relates to “who” runs the program
– Public doesn’t think in “silos”
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IOU Program Focus

• Programs will be implemented that address 
energy efficiency potential
– Customer Programs
– Building Design
– Equipment Efficiency

• Areas with most use and potential
– Cooling
– Lighting
– Appliances
– Heating

• Marketing, outreach and information programs 
to meet Integrated campaign objectives
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Section II

Branding
Creating a Campaign

Integrated Campaign Participants
Foundation
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Branding Discussion

PAG requested a discussion of the following:
• Strategies for creating statewide brand
• Status of Flex Your Power brand
• Value of statewide v. IOU brand (how 

complement?)
• Flex Your Power brand coordination: IOU, 3rd 

party,Energy Star, municipal utilities, water 
agencies
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Creating a Statewide Brand

• Creating statewide efficiency brand
– Brand value/equity reflects how a product's, company’s, 

campaign’s or label’s name and mark is perceived by the 
marketplace.

• Well known, favorable meaning
– Brand building requires a continuous and visible campaign 

that leads to the clear recognition by the consumer of the  
symbolic values of the brand.

• Flex Your Power’s “brand”
– Symbol of energy efficiency and conservation in California
– Call to action
– Clear usage guidelines on form and substance
– Cost effective message for all parties to use
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Different Types of “Brands”

Logo

“Providing energy”

“Large capacities, gentle 
wash systems, and 
energy efficiency to 
save you time money 
and resources.”

“Buy Products That 
Make a Difference”

“Saving Energy. It’s a 
Way of Life”

Meaning (actual 
taglines) UseType

Promotes services and 
energy resources

IOU: Energy service 
provider, rebates and 
tools to help purchase 
product

No one promotes private 
products except when 
part of “differentiated”
coop promotions

Manufacturer: Product 
label

All parties point to the 
energy-efficient label

ENERGY STAR: What 
to look for: “energy 
efficiency product 
label”

All partners use Flex 
Your Power as the call 
to action, integrated 
campaign brand.

Campaign: The “Call 
to Action”

Q
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are need

QuickTime™ and a
TIFF (Uncompressed) decompress
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Status and Value of Flex Your 
Power “Brand”
• 2001-2002: More than $100 million “Save Energy” campaign 

using this call to action on every component
– TV, Radio, Newspaper, Billboards, Flyers
– Websites (throughout state, partners), DMV other envelopes
– In short, hundreds of millions of “impressions”: always same 

meaning… “take action to save energy…(then how are reasons)
• 2003-current: far less, but increasing with coordinated campaigns

– Polling: seemingly, universal recognition. Only poll after year one of 
campaign (nearly 60%). Suggest baseline poll in early 2006.

• Increased value leads to leveraged resources & messages
• Respected, seen as independent “public-purpose” campaign
• All partners in 2006-2008 intend to use and keep it as the “brand”

for saving energy.
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Evolution of the Call to Action:
Flex Your Power Taglines

• Phase 1 (Early 2001):

– “And it’s not even hard.”
• Phase 2 (Summer 2001):

– “Together, we can get through this.”
• Phase 3 (2002):

– “Conservation, it’s a way of life.”
• Phase 4 (2003):

– “Saving Energy, it’s a way of life.”
• Phase 5 (Summer 2004 and 2005): Addition of

– “Flex Your Power NOW!”
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Flex Your Power Brand 
Coordination

• Agreement by IOUs and statewide marketing 
and outreach entities to use as “call to action”

• Continued effort to urge 3rd Parties to use
• Logo guidelines and permission by EP. All that 

is required is:
– Quality control over the look, colors, etc. (in 

guidelines)
– Usage related to energy efficiency (e.g., can’t 

promote non-efficient products; cannot be a health 
fair, etc.)
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Participants:
Integrated Campaign

• Service territory marketing, outreach & information
– IOUs and municipal utilities
– Water agencies and other partners (e.g., cities)
– 3rd parties (pending approval of selection)

• Statewide marketing, outreach & information
– Efficiency Partnership
– Runyon, Saltzman & Einhorn (RS&E)
– Staples/UTEEM
– Partners: 

• Public (e.g., administration, ISO) 
• Private (e.g., statewide retailers, associations)
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Process of Developing an 
Integrated Campaign

Develop 
Goals

Conduct/ 
review  
research 
and polling, 
benchmark

Determine 
targets 
(audience)

Test 
messages 
and 
messengers 
(pre-run 
focus 
groups)

Develop 
communicati
on tools and 
messages 
tailored for 
each target 
audience

Solicit 
input/ 
coordinate 
w/ partners 
(regional, 
national)

Develop key 
messengers 
by audience

Develop full 
range of 
communication
s media to 
reach all 
customers 
(many and 
varied 
messengers)

Develop timeline 
that coordinates 
with partners’
activities

Implement 
strategies����
����

Ensure 
consistent 
messages 
top to 
bottom 
(mass 
media to 
grassroots)

Throughout process, allow program to be opportunistic, flexible and responsive to changing circumstances 
(e.g, coop promotions, summer shortages, natural gas, Green Building Initiative, greenhouse gases)

Tracking/ EM&V
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Foundation: Baseline Research 

• Key findings over past 5 years through
– Hundreds of focus groups,
– Numerous polls
– Countless working groups, workshops and meetings between 

IOU program managers, 3rd parties, associations, the M&O 
campaigns, etc.

– (Note: During Energy Crisis, FYP & IOU messaging was 
“conservation at peak.” FYP funded by the state, not public 
goods charge.

• Baseline polls: 
McKinsey poll (late 2000)
– Most were mad and discouraged, powerless to change
– Majority believe saving energy would not help through crisis
– Only 10% understood “peak”
– There was no energy efficiency brand, no call to action
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Foundation: Attitudes/Awareness

• Statewide poll ( December 2001):
– Positive commitment to energy conservation rose to 81%.
– “Conservation can solve California’s energy problems” rose to 75%.
– 67% of  general public were aware of energy efficiency messaging
– 53% correctly described descriptions of the FYP campaign
– Those aware of the FYP campaign were more likely to:

• Use less energy than they did in January 2001.
• Have frequently done 6 or more of the 14 conservation steps.
• Will do 11 or more of the conservation steps next year.
• Agree that saving energy can solve California’s energy problems.

• CEC surveys (Lutzenheimer 2001 & 2002)
– 80 to 93%  expressed favorable attitudes about the value and need 

for energy conservation (which includes efficiency measures).
– 80% public reported taking energy saving action (Fall 2001 poll)
– 88% of the households that had reported taking one or more 

conservation actions in the summer of 2001 continued to take action 
(Fall 2002 poll) . 
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Foundation:
Energy Use By Californians

What uses the most energy? Where is the most potential?

Residential Commercial
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Foundation:
Results & Product Sales

Sales of Energy Star Products in California
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Foundation:
Market Share of Energy Star
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Foundation:
Experience, Partnerships

• Growing partnerships and leveraging 
opportunities based on perceived success and 
longer program timetables
– Flex Your Power: manufacturers/retailers/business 

associations; administration; CEC/lighting; water 
agencies

– UTEEM: Stations, CBOs
– RSE: CBOs, local businesses retailers
– IOUs: Local Governments; manufacturers/retailers
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Foundation: “Tone”

• Ongoing reminders & reinforcement of positive 
behavior.

• More likely to act when given easy to do and 
remember steps

• Media should be engaging/entertaining; does not 
compete with energy-saving message

• Know that being wasteful is bad behavior; sense of 
guilt

• Need clear, compelling & consistent messages over 
long timeframe (break through the “noise” of 
thousands of messages)
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Foundation: Motivations

CEC poll on motivation to save energy

23%20%14%24%36%Somewhat 
Important

69%77%80%71%35%Very Important

8%3%7%6%30%Unimportant

To protect 
the environ-
ment

To use 
energy 
resources 
as wisely 
as possible

To try to 
avoid 
blackouts

To do 
your 
part to 
help

To 
qualify 
for 
utility 
rebate
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Rural Research (2005)
• Conserving energy and energy efficiency is important to 

consumers
– Nine out of 10 respondents rated energy conservation and 

efficiency either important or very important in appliance 
purchasing decision.

– 63.4% look for energy star label when buying appliances
• Flex Your Power is a recognizable brand that is associated with 

energy efficiency and energy conservation 
• Price and cost savings are important drivers of purchasing energy 

efficient products
• The target audience reported high levels of exposure to energy 

efficiency information 
– 60.9% say they were exposed to energy efficiency info

Foundation:
Motivations & Awareness
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Foundation: Building on Lessons

• Build on existing momentum (awareness is cumulative)
• Build on existing structure, partnerships, relationships 
• Continue to use and expand networks of partners

– Associations, local gov’ts, businesses, CBO, manufacturers, 
retailers, etc.

• Continue building equity of recognized call to action - Flex Your 
Power

• Continue to provide easy access to information (e.g., statewide 
website and 1-800 phone number)

• Expand the research tools  in 2006-08 
– Statewide poll (baseline, tracking)
– Focus groups (pre-creative and post-evaluative)
– Summit/event surveys

• Coordinate/ share results
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Section III

Overview of 2006-08
Integrated Campaign
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Overview Integrated Campaign

PAG requested a discussion of the following
• Goals
• Strategies
• Target Audiences
• Messages
• Messengers
• Campaign Components
• Campaign Timeline
• Approach
• Campaign Budget
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Integrated Campaign: Goals

• Motivate energy efficiency behavioral change.
• Make it easy for all Californians to take action.
• Build program participation to support energy 

saving goals.
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Integrated Campaign: Strategies

• Implement a statewide awareness campaign under the “Flex Your 
Power” brand

– Call-to-action “brand” equity, and leverage other resources
• “Umbrella” messages to all Californians

– Awareness/education: Increase awareness of economic, financial, 
environmental and system reliability benefits of energy efficiency.

– Motivation: Increase investment in  energy-efficient goods and services.
• Leverage statewide campaign with utility specific outreach to drive 

program participation in support of portfolio goals
– IOU, 3rd Party, EnergyStar, etc. (e.g., website, materials, workshops)

• Utilize multiple and coordinated message delivery strategies to 
effectively reach California's diverse population

– Amplify (not compete) regional & program-specific messages
– Leverage resources of statewide entities (e.g., retailers) and non-PGC funded 

entities (e.g., water agency rebates.)
– Implement strategies that are more cost effective when statewide (e.g., 

broadcast media, appliance stickers, sales training materials)
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Integrated Campaign: Strategies

• Coordinate clear, compelling & consistent messages over long timeframe
– Coordinate timing of messaging at all levels (top to bottom) to create 

consistent voice
– Tailor messages to each target audience
– Remind consumers when they make purchase decisions
– Break through the “noise” of thousands of messages each day

• Coordination with other compatible programs:
– Demand Response (e.g., ISO, IOUs, FYP Now)
– Water Efficiency campaigns (summits, water awareness month)
– Private sector promotions (manufacturers, retailers)
– Government (Green Building Initiative, CEC, EnergyStar)

• Design in flexibility to react to market changes and issues as appropriate
– Utilize research and measurement input to refine campaign effectiveness
– Flexible to changing circumstances (e.g, coop promotions, summer

shortages, natural gas, Green Building Initiative, greenhouse gases)
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Integrated Campaign:
Targeted Audiences

IOUs 3rd part EP UTEEM RSE Partners
Residential

Media x x x x x
Builders x x x x

Contractors x x x
Ethnic market/HTR x x x x x

Commercial x x x x
Industrial x x x x
Agricultural x x x x
Gov't & water x x x x
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Integrated Campaign: Messages 

• Overall: Energy-efficient products save money, energy and the 
environment. (Flex Your Power call to action; Reference to 
Energy Star where appropriate) 
– Targeted messages to specific targets (e.g., “reliability” for 

commercial/industrial)
– Culturally appropriate ads to ethnic groups

• Service territory messages:
– Support individual programs of the IOUs and 3rd parties 
– Reinforce the overall efficiency messaging

• Coordinated media focus:
– Winter: Natural gas (furnaces, tips)
– Spring: Energy Star appliances (FYP NOW peak message)
– Summer: Cooling (FYP NOW thermostat setting message)
– Fall: Lighting: CFLs (FYP NOW turn off message)
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Integrated Campaign:
Messengers

• Appropriate (and different) messengers for each 
sector/sub-sector
– M&O often most effective as behind the scenes partner

• Most effective messengers: 
– General market: peers, Californians working together
– Businesses: peer-to-peer, CEO-to-CEO
– Rural/ ethnic communities: grass roots, ethnic newspapers
– Hispanic: Hispanic celebrities
– Other ethnicities: community leaders, local ethnic publications,

CBOs
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Integrated Campaign: 
Components (detail later)

xxxOther 

xxxPhone line

xxCase studies

xxxNewsletter

xxxxWebsite

xxxxxxEvents

xxxxxEarned 
media

xxxxxxCollateral

xxxxNewspaper

xxxxRadio

xxxxTV

PartnersRSEUTEEMEP3rd 
Party

IOUs
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Integrated Campaign: 
Components
• “Air” campaign: TV, radio, newspaper, earned media, websites, 

newsletters and e-Newswire , direct mail, bill stuffers

• “Ground” campaign: working  with public and private partners to 
implement:
– Cooperative promotions (e.g., appliance recycling, in-store point of 

purchase/training materials, repair person promotion, etc.) 
– Distribution of educational materials (e.g., all state employees, water 

agency customers, attendees at CBO events) 
– Produce energy efficiency events, speaking engagements, trainings
– Audits, education programs, etc.

• Detail later in presentation
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Integrated Campaign: Timeline

• According to context 
– Heavier media buys during summer months: measures and 

messages coordinated with demand response & Flex Your 
Power NOW! 

– Winter months media buy
– Year-end congratulatory/awards

• Coordinated with partners
– IOU promotions
– Manufacturer/retailer promotions
– Water Awareness Campaign
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Integrated Campaign: Approach

Statewide Marketing and 
Outreach Campaigns

• Builds energy efficiency/ 
conservation awareness 

• Increases awareness of 
programs & services

• Retail participation
• Associations

IOU “IDSM” Marketing
• Cross sell opportunities
• Provides customers with 

choices & options
• Participation & program 

sign-up
• Provides cost efficiencies 

IOU Vertical Targeted 
Marketing

• Meet program goals
• Targeted to likely    

respondents
• Test new messages and 

media mix

Statewide Marketing and Outreach Campaigns
Flex Your Power/Flex Your Power NOW!/ 

Efficiency Partnership, UTEEM and Runyon Saltzman & Einhorn 
• Advertising
• Statewide Website, Newsletters, Phone Number
• Events
• Outreach and Partnerships
• Educational Materials

Bundled IDSM Marketing
• Targeted media & ethnic advertising
• Materials (Bill inserts and messages, targeted 

direct mail, in-store POP)
• Websites
• Grassroots outreach
• PR

Individual Program Effort
• Targeted media & ethnic advertising
• Materials, (Bill inserts and messages, targeted 

direct mail)
• Website
• Newsletters
• Events
• PR
• Energy Center displays
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Integrated Campaign: 
Timeline Flowchart

Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec
Television

FYP Gas Apps Cooling Cooling Lighting Lighting 
IOU-Bundle

IOU-Program Refrig Cooling
Radio

FYP Apps Cooling Cooling Lighting Lighting 
IOU-Bundle

IOU-Program
Newspaper

FYP Gas Apps Cooling Cooling Lighting Lighting Gas
IOU-Bundle

IOU-Program
Ethnic Media

FYP Gas Apps Cooling Cooling Lighting Lighting 
IOU-Bundle

IOU-Program
Collateral/DM

FYP
IOU-Bundle

IOU-Program Apps Apps Cooling Cooling Lighting Lighting HVAC HVAC
Earned media 

FYP
IOU-Bundle

IOU-Program

Spring SESM Winter SESM 

Summer Tips FYP/NOW

Gas

Gas

Congrats Ads

Congrats Ads
Spring SESM 

Gas

Opportunistic

Winter SESM Gas/Elec Tips

Gas/Elec Tips

Spring SESM Winter SESM 

HVAC/Surveys/Recycling
Gas/Elec Tips

Winter TipsGas Tips

Winter SESM Spring SESM
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Integrated Campaign: 
Timeline Flowchart

Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec
Events

FYP Awards
IOU-Bundle

IOU-Program
Websites

FYP
IOU-Bundle

IOU-Program
Newsletters

FYP
IOU-Bundle

IOU-Program
Other 

Outreach
FYP

Grassroots
Phoneline

Case 
studies/BPG
IOU-Bundle

IOU-Program
Grassroots

Energy 
Centers

Audits
Call centers

School 
programs

Bill Stuffers

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Commercial, industrial, warehouse, ag (wineries)

Ongoing

Ongoing
Ongoing

Ongoing

Com, Ag, other BPG trainings; CBO Trainings, Other opps
Com, Ag, other BPG trainings; CBO Trainings, Other opps

Ongoing
Ongoing
Ongoing

Com, Ag, other BPG trainings; CBO Trainings, Other opps
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Integrated Campaign: Budget

64%

36%

IOU Marketing & Outreach as % of Total

Statewide Marketing & Outreach as % of
Total
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Integrated Campaign: 
Statewide Component of Budget

Television
42.9%

Radio
16.9%

Events
0.6%

Website/Phoneline
1.7%

Newspaper
23.1%

Materials
2.6%

Outreach
8.2%

Earned media
0.3%

Administratio
nNewsletters/e-News

0.7%

NOTE: Does not include 
3rd parties or partner 
(retailers, munis, water 
agencies, etc.) funding. 
All figures are estimate 
(based on 2004-05). 
Awaiting media buy (7-
12% inflation) and 3rd 
party selection.
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Section IV

Vehicles of Message Delivery 
(Process & Utilization)
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Vehicles: Paid Advertising

• Continue to produce TV, radio, and newspaper ads, and all
parties doing so follow the same process:
– Shared baseline (benchmark poll) in early 2006 on awareness, 

education, propensity to act, motivators, messengers, sources of 
information, “push” questions, tone.

– Each implementer (IOU, M&O) develop creative options (boards)
• Targeted to different audiences, ethnicities

– Creative focus groups to test messages, ad concepts (general 
market, rural, Hispanic, other ethnicities)

– Input from marketing committee (IOUS, M&Os)
– “Phantom buy” to lock in lowest prices to reach maximum reach and 

frequency of target audiences
– Check data: IOUs, CEC and EnergyStar and place advertising

• Tracking:
– Tear sheets
– Spot printouts and clearances with R&F, and credits
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Vehicles: Paid Advertising

• Television
– General (R/F)
– Hispanic (11 Univision stations, bid to Telemundo)

• Editorial coverage (talk show interviews, news stories, reporter presence
at special events)

• Radio
– Statewide general (traffic and ads)
– Statewide Hispanic, other ethnicities
– Bundled
– Program-specific

• Print
– > 200 papers, all major papers, urban and rural
– Include ethnic media (targeted to 16 different ethnicities)

• Partnerships with 86 publications, targeted to 16 different ethnicities
• In-language print ads, editorials, materials; community events

– Targeted trade and business publications
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Vehicles: Educational Materials

• Continue producing written educational materials.
• Look, design, content will be targeted to the audience.
• All materials contain consistent messages and

data/facts
• All common materials contain Flex Your Power mark
• Examples include

– Tip cards, flyers, appliance stickies, POP
– Best Practice Guides
– Bill inserts and payroll stuffers

• Process: presented to the marketing committee for 
input and coordination of delivery (e.g., retailers)

• Tracking: record number of materials distributed
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Vehicles: “Earned Media”

• Continue press conferences, releases, briefings, interviews etc.
• Mix of opportunistic and planned PR
• Several “knowns” in 2006

– Summer assessment press conference, FYP NOW! press 
conference with ISO, probably Governor again

– FYP NOW! radio switch outs on alert days, press calls (detailed 
procedure with ISO, IOUs)

– Announcement of FYP Awards: applications, winners
– Natural gas
– Bundle-specific and program-specific PR
– Talk shows, interviews and news programs
– Rural markets
– Other opportunities in support of administration, 3rd parties (e.g.,

ethnic small business gatherings with newspapers)
Tracking:
• Monitor press
• Ethnic press--collect all editorial, binder, spreadsheet
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Vehicles: Events, Trainings

• Convene events 
– Energy and water summits
– Collaborative trainings using Best Practice Guides (e.g., BOMA,

Wineries, ethnic publishers--with IOUs and 3rd parties)
– Presentations to city councils and school boards
– Customer seminars

• Participate in
– Fairs, ethnic festivals, historical celebrations, etc.; opportunistic
– Trade and industry association events 

• Provide materials
• Publicize through e-Newswire, website, mailings, calls
Tracking:
• Sign-in sheets
• Appraisal questionnaires
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Vehicles: Internet

• Continue to provide
– One-stop, statewide resource for info on energy efficiency. 
– All energy efficiency, demand response, and water efficiency 

programs offered by IOUs, 3rd parties, water agencies, municipal
utilities, the private sector and other providers.

– Up-to-date tools and resources
– Web address (www.FYPower.org) listed on all materials and ads.
– Coordination and links between websites: IOU, FYP and 3rd party 

• Online outreach
• Highlight programs and drive traffic to partner websites in twice 

monthly e-Newswire. (Data used by 800-call centers) 
• Creation of online tools will be coordinated to prevent duplication 

and create seamless movement between sites when possible
Tracking: 
• web usage data
• Online website appraisal questionnaire
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Vehicles: Newsletters, Direct mail

• Continue to use direct and electronic mail in support of programs and 
general awareness and education. ,

• Cooperative mailings with manufacturers (e.g., mailing to 10-year 
warranty buyers)

• Awards packets, BPGs
• Insertions in bill and payroll stuffers
• Targeted direct mail in support of programs and general awareness and 

education.
• E-newswire

– Publish electronic newsletter biweekly.
– Provide recipients across the state with information to keep them up to date 

on current ideas, policy, programs and products that advance energy 
efficiency.

– Drive traffic to websites.
– Cross-link (state, IOUs, partners)
– Increase subscriber base

Tracking
• Verification from mail house, impact where available
• E-newswire tracking and subscriber evaluation
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Vehicles: Other

• Flex Your Power Award program
• Statewide 1-800 phone number
• Displays at Energy Centers

Tracking
• Number of calls
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Vehicles: Partnerships

• Regular meetings with:
– Governors office, state agencies (e.g., Green Building 

Initiative) to develop joint marketing opportunities.
– Main association partners (e.g., CUWCC, League of Cities, 

BOMA, Sustainable Silicon Valley, Climate Registry, etc.)
– Manufacturers and retailers (e.g., Sears, Home Depot) to 

develop joint marketing opportunities
– CBOs (Community action agencies, schools, environ groups, 

youth development groups)
– Local governments (California offices of the Department of 

Housing and Urban Development (Hispanic))
– Other grassroots organizations

• Tracking
– Successfully fulfilling joint work plans
– Assessment from partners
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Section V

Coordination
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Coordination

PAG requested a discussion of the following:
• How all entities work together
• Techniques to devise unified message
• How coordinated with energy efficiency 

programs, including 3rd party programs
• How energy efficiency opportunities & 

information are incorporated into messages for 
public use
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Coordination Process

• Joint filing of 2006-2008 plans--collaborative planning 
process

• Regular meetings: monthly calls (minimum); quarterly 
meetings

• Shared messaging  points/focus--formalized input and 
approval process

• Shared media schedule
• Regular communication and updates of all IOU, 3rd 

Party and others programs related to energy efficiency
– 3rd parties, municipal utilities, water agencies, all programs 

listed on FYP website and in  E-Newswire.
– Private partners (manufacturers, retailers, contractors, 

builders) involved in meetings with integrated campaign staff 
(e.g., Energy Star and administration meetings.)
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Techniques to Devise Common 
Messages
• Mutually supportive programs
• Consistent messages (“Save energy save money”)

– Common poll, shared findings on focus groups
– Regular communication on the messages (e.g., natural gas 

campaign, three promotions: appliances, cooling and lighting)
– Protocol for input and approval of messages

• Shared contacts and leads (e.g., ethnic media 
workshops, FYP Awards, “Congrats” ads)

• Shared media strategies (e.g., targets, timing) 
• Joint promotions (e.g., energy summits)
• Shared materials (e.g., programs listed on web/ in e-

Newswire, FYP materials distributed at Univision 
events)
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Coordination with Federal-Level 
Energy Efficiency Programs

(DOE, USEPA, EnergyStar)
• Regular meetings/calls
• Coordinated timing of promotions (e.g., 

Change a Light campaign)
• Use of EnergyStar on campaign 

communications
• Agreement between EnergyStar, CEC to use 

EnergyStar benchmarking tool
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Coordination with Local 
Government-Level Programs

(Cities, Counties, Water Agencies and 
Associations)

• Local governments are in partnerships with 
IOUs (previous day’s PAG meeting)

• Membership on key working groups (e.g., 
CUWCC) and coordinated cross-promotions 
(e.g., Water Awareness Week)

• On FYP awards committee (from identifying, 
communicating to judging and promotion)

• All on BPG review committee
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Coordination with State-Level 
Energy Efficiency Programs
• Representative at state working groups 

– Green Building Initiative; Governor’s working group, Real 
Estate planning group

– CEC lighting program and benchmarking
• CEC input, approval of data/ BPG review committee
• ISO--formalized arrangement, regular calls, meetings 

on the FYP Now campaign
• Partnership with DGS on state employee education, 

websites, signage and other communications.
• Involvement of legislative field offices in energy & 

water summits, press events and releases
• Coordination with California offices of the Department 

of Housing and Urban Development (Hispanic)
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Energy Efficiency Opportunities 
Communicated to Public

• All programs, including 3rd Party, on FYP website. 
Access to this information by statewide 800-# call 
centers (to deliver statewide information)

• Program managers, 3rd parties participate in 
recommendations for Best Practice Guides and case 
studies, solicitation of FYP Awards

• Program managers, 3rd parties invited to participate in 
energy meetings

• Advertising, materials drive customer to programs for 
rebates, other information, etc.

• Programs highlighted in every e-Newswire
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Section VI

Evaluation
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Evaluation

PAG requested a discussion of the following:
• Marketing, Outreach, Information implementers

– How short-term evaluation improves programs
• Administrators

– How marketing data integrated into programs to identify 
motivation at point of purchase

– How data collected, coordinated with evaluation
• Joint Staff

– How baselines determined for statewide programs 
(particularly branding)

– How will marketing, outreach, information programs be 
measured for new EM&V structure

– How data improve programs
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Marketing, Outreach, Information 
Implementers

Short-term evaluation to improve programs
• Advertising (includes materials): Focus group test 

messages prior to production; focus group evaluation 
post production - incorporate lessons

• Websites: Regular web traffic analysis, solicit user 
review capacity on website

• Phone line: Call analysis
• Newsletters (including electronic): Recipient, 

subscriber surveys
• Meetings: Attendee evaluation forms soliciting input
• Working groups: Regular marketing, outreach, 

information program calls/meetings focused on 
coordination, improvement.
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Administrators

How marketing data is integrated into programs 
to identify motivation at point of purchase

How data collected, coordinated with evaluation
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Joint Staff

How baselines determined for statewide 
programs (particularly branding)

How will marketing, outreach, information 
programs be measured for new EM&V 
structure
– How data used to improve programs
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Marketing, Outreach, Information 
Implementer: Input to Evaluation

• Principle #1: EM&V protocols for marketing, outreach, 
information programs should not create barriers to 
cooperation between implementers
– Cooperation (previous discussion), synergy (e.g., branding, 

common messaging, timing) necessary for clear, consistent, 
compelling campaign

– Customers base decisions on many factors, good campaigns 
use all means, messengers

• Recommendation: do not try to assign direct energy 
savings so programs compete and/or compete with 
marketing, outreach, information programs
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Marketing, Outreach, Information 
Implementer Input to Evaluation

• Principle #2: EM&V protocols for marketing, outreach, 
information programs should not stifle innovation and 
strategies for success
– Don’t let the tail wag the dog by forcing program design to fit 

evaluation requirements
– Dual purpose strategies (energy, water summits)
– Evaluation may reduce participation of partners (e.g., sharing 

lists, sales data)
– Match maximum potential given program’s budget with tool to 

evaluate program 

• Recommendation: Design appropriate tools for 
evaluation (suggestions later)
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Marketing, Outreach, Information 
Implementer Input to Evaluation
• Principle #3: Find balance between program needs 

and evaluation needs.
– Separating out each cause for behavior change is expensive 

and, most likely, impossible.
• No one reason for behavior of buying/installing efficiency
• Behavior influenced over time by other factors: financial, 

economy, social, cultural, convenience
• Buying expensive appliances, retrofitting homes or 

businesses…on their own timetable (e.g., budget timetables, 
breakdown of appliance or equipment), not when message 
heard.

• Behavior changed over time--cumulative impact, not year-by-
year on evaluation timetable.

• Recommendation: Conduct beginning and end of 
cycle statewide poll and businesses and government 
surveys on general attitudes, understanding, 
motivations, etc. on energy efficiency.
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Marketing, Outreach, Information 
Implementer Input to Evaluation

• Principle #4: EM&V protocols for marketing, outreach 
and information (and resource programs as well) 
should encourage synergy between efficiency, 
demand response, and perhaps even renewables.
– Promotes consistency of message (it is still, save money, 

energy, environment, and reliability.)
– More cost effective to combine, particularly when integrated 

tools (e.g., FYP Now)

• Recommendation: Combine energy efficiency and 
demand response evaluations when looking at a 
combined program (e.g., Flex Your Power Now)
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Marketing, Outreach, Information 
Implementer Input to Evaluation

• Principle #5: EM&V protocols for marketing, outreach 
and information should focus on how well programs 
work together, not working independently.
– Other participants include municipal utilities, water agencies, 

federal, state and local levels of government, non-profits, and 
private sector manufacturers, retailers and contractors

• Recommendation: evaluate how well the integrated 
whole works, how the moving parts work together--not 
how well each moving part works alone (other than 
being an effective program)
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Recommendations: EM&V Protocol 
for Marketing, Outreach & Information

Evaluate overall progress on energy efficiency:

• Baseline poll of attitudes, education, motivations 
regarding energy efficiency in general and potential 
measures.

• Evaluative poll at end of cycle to measure changes, 
influences, movement, etc.

• Track overall sales of energy efficient products & 
services, not just causes of program results
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Recommendations: EM&V Protocol 
for Marketing, Outreach & Information

• Broadcast:
– Reach & frequency (were people targeted 

reached?)
– Qualitative analysis (focus groups: did the message 

educate and motivate?)
– Confirmation of all spots (certification)

• Newspaper:
– Circulation
– Qualitative analysis (focus groups: did the message 

educate and motivate…or otherwise accomplish its 
goal, e.g., congrats, editorial)

– Tear sheets
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Recommendations: EM&V Protocol 
for Marketing, Outreach & Information

• Meetings, summits, trainings
– Attendee survey (value, potential impact)

• Websites
– Web traffic data
– Online evaluation survey capacity

• Newsletters, bill stuffers, e-newswire
– Subscriber tracking
– Subscriber survey
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Recommendations: EM&V Protocol 
for Marketing, Outreach & Information

• Energy Centers
– Numbers of visitors
– Visitor survey

• Audits
– Numbers audited
– Recipient survey

• Call Centers
– Numbers of calls
– Random monitoring for evaluative purposes
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Section VII

Wrap up


